
Iceland in Winter, Part 3 - Saga
Finally an Icelandic word I recognize: Saga! The sagas are tales told by the Vikings 
that passed from oral to written form during the Middle Ages. In ancient Norse, 
“saga” means simply “what is said.” In English, a saga is a long, epic story. In 
Icelandic, the term has also come to mean any kind of tale - not just a long one - 
and it also means history in general. History abounds in the country of Iceland. Our 
first experience with Icelandic history 
was in Reykjavik at the Culture House. 
The centerpieces of the exhibits are 
priceless medieval manuscripts which 
include the Poetic Edda, the Prose 
Edda, and the Icelandic Sagas. I was 
enchanted by the carefully scribed 
words on well-preserved vellum and the 
colorful, inked medieval illustrations. The 
most fascinating to me was the 
Flateyjarbók. Written in the late 1300’s, 
this book contains the Grænlendinga 
saga (Greenland saga), a tale of the 
Viking discovery of Vinland (North 
America) hundreds of years before 
Christopher Columbus’ voyage.

The Icelanders are descended from the Vikings, and this is reflected in many ways. 
We noticed during our stay that most of the people we met introduced themselves 
only by their first name, while we often also include our surname, Sheader, when 
meeting anyone for the first time. The Viking tradition of identifying folks by 

patronyms (or sometimes matronyms) 
persists in Iceland today, even though 
surnames have long since taken over the 
rest of northern Europe. Another strong 
link is the Icelandic language, which has 
changed little over the centuries in spite 
of Danish rule (see Winter in Iceland, 
Part 1). Because of its mythical elements 
and conflicting details, scholars in other 
places have questioned the validity of the 
sagas, but the Icelanders know what 
happened and what didn’t. Recent 
archaeological evidence supports the 

The Culture House in Reykjavik contains medieval manuscripts 
including the Icelandic Sagas

The Lava Pillars of Lóndrangar look and sound like 
an epic work of fantasy fiction



Icelandic view. At Laugarbrekka on the Snæffelsness Peninsula is a monument to 
Guðríður Þorbjarnardóttir; she was a Viking woman born there in about 980. She 
traveled to the settlement in Vinland and in the early 1000’s was the first European 
woman to give birth to a child - a son named Snorri Þorfinnson - in North America. A 

farm still stands near Laugarbrekka, but there is no village. Little else remains 
except for the monument and the lava pillars of Lóndrangar in the distance. An icy, 
biting wind rampaged over the place, making me wonder at the hardy people who 
would actually build a village here and voyage over the ocean to icy shores.

There are historical markers and ancient sites all 
over the countryside of western Iceland. The beach 
at Djúpalónssandur was composed of polished black 
pebbles that sparkle like jewels in the sunlight. 
Viking longships came into this area frequently, and 
I could almost imagine them coming ashore in the 
surf. Among the beach stones were twisted, rusty 
pieces of metal from the fishing trawler, Epine, 
that wrecked on March 13, 1948. A sign asks 
visitors to leave the shards undisturbed out of 
respect for the fishermen who died that day. 

A sculpture by Ásmundur Sveinsson of Guðríður Þorbjarnardóttir and her son, 
Snorri at Laugarbrekka.

Little black beach stones from Djúpalónssandur



Although there are few if any 
structures in the area, it was once 
a busy fishing village. To get a job 
aboard a boat, a man needed to 
test his strength against four lifting 
stones: Fullsterkur (full strength), 
Hálfsterkur (half strength), 
Hálfdrættingur (weakling), and 
Amlóði (useless). The stones weigh 
about 341, 229, 108, and 51 lb, 
respectively, and they are still on 
the beach, where travelers can test 
their strength against the 
fishermen of old. Gender issues 
aside, I might have been able to 
land a weakling’s job on a boat 
because I could lift 

Hálfdrættingur. Joseph was a definite in, as 
he lifted Hálfsterkur, but he didn’t test 
Fullsterkur - a guy with a wrenched back is 
not the very best traveling companion!

Along the highway north of 
Djúpalónssandur, we noticed a hand-
painted sign that read “dead whale,” 
and being curious in nature, we 
followed the arrow. We ended up near 

Above: the beach at Djúpalónssandur. 
Below: pieces of wreckage 

from the trawler, Epine.

Left: the fishermen’s lifting stones
Right: Joseph trying Hálfsterkur



some stone walls at Nýjabúd that once 
must have been part of a Viking village, 
but some of them were being used as 
livestock corrals. We visited the nearby 
beach but did not find the dead whale. A 
sperm whale had washed up on the beach 
in March 2012, generating a lot of interest, 
but maybe winter storms allowed the 
ocean to reclaim the poor creature’s body. 
At the northwest tip of the Snæffelsness 
Peninsula, there were Viking settlement-era 
stone walls similar to those at Nýjabúd 
that surrounded the site of an ancient well 

named Fálki. On the ground near the ruins were scraps of seaweed, shells, and fish 
vertebrae, possibly thrown up above the crests of the cliffs by powerful gales. The 
fish bones were fresh, pale versions of similar bones excavated from archeological 
sites around Iceland. Not far up the road was the tan sand beach at Svardsvík. Light 
sand beaches are rare on the island, and this one was especially picturesque. Near 
the beach was the site of a Viking pagan grave, where a warrior in his early 20’s 
was buried over a thousand years ago with his sword.

The ancient stone walls at Nýjabúd

The pale sand beach at Svardsvík



The Berserker lava field near Bjarnarhöfn tells another snippet of Viking history. 
Berserkers were elite warriors that appear in the sagas and other Norse literature, 
and they were said to work themselves into a fury for battle. (This is where the 
English word, “berserk,” which means crazy, comes from.) The Eyrbyggja saga says 
that two such Berserkers met their end at this lava field. A Viking farmer named 
Vermundur the Slender lived at Bjarnarhöfn, and he brought the men back with him 
from a visit to Norway. One of the men was taken with Vermundur’s niece, and her 
father, Víga-Styrr, agreed to give her to the Berserker if he built a road through 
the lava field. It would seem to be an impossible feat, as the lava was only a couple 
thousand years old, filled with jagged edges and huge boulders, but the two 
Berserkers completed the task. Unfortunately for them, Víga-Styrr had no intention 
of giving up his daughter, so he and his friends barricaded the Berserkers into a 
sauna and killed them. We did not have time to drive to it, but the mens’ hard-won 
road can still be seen through the lava field today near a very old grave with the 
skeletons of two strong men inside.

As fascinating as the tales of the Vikings 
are, the country of Iceland holds more 
than ancient saga. The National Museum 
in Reykjavik covers the historic periods 
from settlement to the present day. For 
most of their history, Icelanders lived in 
cozy houses with sod roofs, and we got a 
feel for what they were like at the 
museum. Of course, most people live in 
comfortable modern homes today. Outside 
the Viking Museum in Keflavík, we visited 

a fully 
restored 
sod-roofed house. The dwelling was inhabited recently 
enough that an old man who lived there as a child 
was interviewed during the restoration in order to get 
the details right. There are numerous churches in 
Iceland, and although Christianity dates back many 
hundreds of years, most of the buildings are relatively 
new. The black church in Búðir, built in 1847, is one of 
the oldest. The lighthouses of Iceland are also new. 
The oldest lighthouse on the island is Reykjanesviti on 
the Reykjanes Peninsula, which dates from 1929. I 
snapped some good photos of Reykjanesviti along with 
a few other lighthouses we found on Snæffelsness 
that were about half a century old. 

The black church at Búðir, built in 1847

One of several lighthouses on the coast 
of the Snæffelsness Peninsula



Near Keflavík, 
we drove by 
the austere 
gates of an 
even more 
recent 
historical site: 
an abandoned 
United States 
military base. 
The base 

seemed to peer at us with a suspicious glance. Perhaps it was because it looked so 
out of place there in the land of the Vikings. At the beginning of World War II in 
1940 and 1941, Iceland was occupied by the British military in response to Nazi 
Germany’s invasion of Denmark. The U.S. military base was set up in 1941 as part of 

Above: Reykjanesviti, the oldest lighthouse in Iceland. 
Above right: a small lighthouse on Snæffelsness

A restored sod-roofed house occupied until the twentieth century



an agreement with Iceland’s interim government to defend the island, and the 
agreement lasted until 1946, two years after Iceland became fully independent from 
Denmark. Through an agreement signed in 1951, the base - Naval Air Station Keflavík 
- provided air defense for Iceland until it was abandoned in 2006. The decision to 
abandon was controversial. Although Iceland is still defended by NATO countries 

including Denmark, Norway and 
Germany, the economy of 
Keflavík was hit hard by the 
withdrawal, just a couple of 
years before a worldwide 
financial crisis flattened 
Iceland’s larger economy. But 
Icelanders are innovative and 
persistent people. During our 
visit, we saw little fallout from 
the financial crisis in the well-
kept neighborhoods of 
Reykjavík and Keflavík. There 
were no hordes of homeless 
people panhandling on the 
streets, no dilapidated buildings 
threatening to fall. We read in 
a local English-language 
newspaper that the base was 
being remodeled into low-cost 
housing for students at the 
University of Iceland, with free 
shuttle service to and from 
school. I have no doubt that 
Icelanders will continue to 
reclaim and overcome. Their 
history demonstrates that they 
always have.

Return to the Index PageA Viking-age statue of the Norse God, Thor, and his hammer, Mjölnir. 
This statue is on display at the National Museum in Reykjavik.
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End Notes:

Culture House

When we visited the Culture House, we most enjoyed seeing the medieval manuscripts, but there is also 
an excellent interpretive room that explains the impact of the texts on world culture. I also enjoyed an 
exhibit that explained how ancient books were made. Among other things, there was also an exhibit 
showcasing the life of Jón Sigurðsson, who lived from 1811 to 1879. Even though he died long before 
Iceland achieved complete independence as a country, he is honored for his impact on the independence 
movement. Cameras are not allowed in the Culture House, so I checked mine with our bags in a coin-op 
locker in the basement. Below is a photo of one of the brochures available to visitors. It is a reproduction 
of a page from the Flateyjarbök, which contains the Greenland Saga.

Return to text



Icelandic Sagas

Major medieval writings that recorded the old Norse works include the Poetic Edda, Prose Edda, and the 
Icelandic Sagas. The Poetic Edda is found in a book called the Codex Regius, or King’s Book, and the 
Hávamál are among the Poetic Edda. Tucked among advertisements and recommendations in Iceland’s 
official Visitor’s Guide are examples of Hávamál. On page 142, one finds: “He is truly wise / who’s 
travelled far / and knows the ways of the world. / He who has travelled / can tell what spirit / governs the 
men he meets.” A copy of the guide can be browsed at www.visitorsguide.is. A more complete reading of 
Hávamál, translated by Olive Bray and edited by D.L. Ashliman, is at  http://www.pitt.edu/~dash/
havamal.html. (To return from these links to the travel journal, use your browser’s back button.)

The Prose Edda is a collection of works attributed to the 13th century Icelandic author, Snorri Sturluson. 
Among the stories contained in the Prose Edda is “The Tricking of Gylfi,” which inspired Christina 
Sunley’s recent bestseller, “The Tricking of Freya.”

The Icelandic sagas date from the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, and they are composed of many 
stories related to the history of settlement-era Vikings. Much of the early history of Iceland is recorded in 
these works.
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Greenland Saga

The Greenland saga and its companion, Eírik’s saga, collectively referred to as the “Vinland sagas,” 
describe Viking voyages to North America in the early 1000’s. The sagas were written in the middle ages, 
and they were based on oral history. Leifur Eiriksson (Leif Ericson), who led the voyages, was a son of 
Eirik the Red (Eric the Red). Eirik was not called “the Red” for nothing. He had a hot temper, which 
ultimately led him to kill a man and be banished from Norway to Iceland. When Eirik’s temper caused 
problems in Iceland as well, he led the first settlements to Greenland, where Leifur Eiriksson would spend 
much of his life and the Vikings would remain for several hundred more years. 

While living in Greenland, Leifur led several voyages to North America (dubbed Vinland by Leifur’s 
Vikings). The two sagas do not agree on all details, but they agree on the main points that describe the 
settlements and major events that took place in Vinland. For many years, people looked for evidence of a 
Viking settlement in North America, and in the 1960’s, Norwegian scholars Helge and Anne Stine Ingstad 
found a Norse ruin at L’Anse aux Meadows on the northern tip of Newfoundland. The ruin contained 
indisputably Viking artifacts including a brooch pin and a spindle. For more on the site at L’Anse aux 
Meadows and recent evidence of a second settlement on Baffin Island, see National Geographic’s article 
at http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2012/10/121019-viking-outpost-second-new-canada-
science-sutherland/. (To return from the webpage, use your browser’s back button.)

The Vinland sagas also do not agree on the details of the involvement of Guðríður Þorbjarnardóttir with 
the voyages, but they do agree on several points. At some stage, Guðríður was married to Leifur’s 
brother, Þorstein Eiriksson, and she is known to be the first European woman to give birth to a child on 
the North American continent. Later in her life, she traveled to Rome, earning her the name of “the Far 
Traveler.” It’s good that history remembers this tough, remarkable woman.
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Patronyms

Patronyms are names that refer to the individual’s father. In Iceland, matronyms, or names that refer to 
the mother, are often used instead, particularly in the case of single moms. An example of a person with a 
patronym is the well-known Icelandic singer, Björk, whose full name is Björk Guðmundsdóttir, which 
means Björk, daughter of Guðmund. First names are the most important, and the patronym/matronym is 
used to avoid confusion. Icelandic phone listings are, naturally, organized by first name.

Return to text



Danish Rule

For nearly half of the time Iceland has been occupied by human beings, the country has existed under 
Danish rule. For the first few centuries after settlement, however, Iceland was self-governed; the Danish 
did not lay claim to the island until later. The Vikings were not the very first people to arrive. Irish monks, 
who treasured solitude and traveled about in little skin boats called coracles, were said to have lived in 
Iceland as early as 795 AD, and the Vikings discovered the land in about 850. A Viking named Ingólfur 
Arnarson was the first to settle Iceland some time between 872 and 876. Until 1262, the island was 
governed through a parliament called AlÞhingi, established in 930. AlÞhingi was more of an alliance of 
groups than a true central government, but it functioned well and kept order for centuries. In 1262, 
Norway began to rule Iceland. Danish rule began in 1380, when governmental control passed from 
Norway to Denmark. Iceland was granted home rule in 1904, but it did not become a fully independent 
nation until 1944. Evidence of ties to Denmark is apparent in the country today. For example, the currency 
is the króna, which means “crown.” It is descended from the Danish krone, which was introduced to 
Iceland in 1874.
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Rubbings and a photo of Icelandic coins. The coins all portray sea life. The paper money is also colorful, but I neglected to 
get a photo before I changed our bills back into U.S. dollars at the airport.



Grave

A good retelling of the whole story of the Berserkers is on “mikulpepper‘s” blog at http://
shrineodreams.wordpress.com/2011/10/12/berserks-and-shape-shifters/. (Use your browser’s back 
button to return to the travel journal.)
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National Museum

An English version of the National Museum’s website is available at http://www.thjodminjasafn.is/english. 
(Use your browser’s back button to return.) In addition to the famous figurine of Thor with his hammer are 
artifacts from Viking burials, clerical robes, jewelry, art, home implements, and a host of other items from 
the settlement to the present day. The National Museum is definitely worth a visit.
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